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Abstract
Epithelial cells form tribological sliding interfaces through the body, often lining tissues and organs, and produce highwater-content mucin gels, thereby protecting underlying cells, tissues, membranes, and organs from damage. Friction and the
resulting direct contact shear stresses have been shown to induce the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and upregulate
genes associated with programmed cell death (apoptosis). Using monolayers of immortalized corneal epithelial cells, in situ
fluorescence microscopy, and a microtribometer with aqueous gel probes, a series of experiments were performed under
acute and chronic conditions to explore onset conditions and progression of apoptosis of these cells. The results reveal that
the initiation of apoptosis occurs near physiological shear stresses below 100 Pa. Interesting, the direct contact pressures in
the absence of sliding did not initiate apoptosis even at pressures approaching 3 kPa.
Keywords Friction · Biotribology · Cornea · Cells · Apoptosis · In situ microscopy

1 Introduction
The ocular surface refers to the biological interface largely
defined by the cornea, the conjunctiva, and the tear film
[1]. This versatile and complex interface is a part of the
innate immune system and represents the first line of defense
against foreign objects and external stressors in the ocular
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environment [2]. The cornea is the transparent outer surface of the eye, and it is continuously exposed to potentially
harmful objects, agents, and environmental challenges. For
the ocular surface to function as an immunological unit, it
must be capable of responding to external stimuli in a controlled, moderated, and systematic fashion while avoiding
chronic inflammatory conditions.
The outermost layer of the cornea, the corneal epithelium,
is a non-keratinized squamous layer of cells approximately
50 µm in thickness [3] comprised of mucin-producing
stratified epithelial cells, and it is one of the most densely
innervated surfaces in the body [4]. Corneal epithelial cells
are closely joined by tight junctions, forming a smooth
wet barrier surface that is both a front-line defense for the
immune system and the primary refractive surface for the
visual system [5]. In order to maintain transparency, the
cornea is avascular and receives its nutrients through diffusion from the tear film and the aqueous humor [6]. Given
the appropriate signals, cells of the immune system must
be able to launch a coordinated response to external challenges. As part of the immune system, epithelial cells can
form “sentinel” pairs with antigen presenting cells, such as
dendritic cells, to inform an adaptive immune response [7,
8]. The two primary methods of communication between the
ocular epithelial cells and the immune cells involve direct
contact with membrane molecules and the production of
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signaling molecules (cytokines and chemokines). The type
and number of cytokines and chemokines produced often
direct and define the intensity and duration of the immune
response. The pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines
actively recruit immune cells to the site of injury and are
often involved in activation and proliferation of these cells
[9]. Therefore, epithelial cells and the mucosal layers they
secrete are likely an important tribological interface that
mitigates pro-inflammatory signaling and pathological pain
during contact and sliding.
For ocular surfaces under inflammatory conditions, such
as in dry eye [10], it has been suggested that epithelial
cells are responsible for the secretion of pro-inflammatory
cytokines TNF-α, IL-1, IL-6, and IL-8 [11]. In previous
in vitro studies of human telomerase-immortalized corneal
epithelial (hTCEpi) cell monolayers, it was demonstrated
that frictional shear stresses below 100 Pa were sufficient
to promote an upregulation of the genes responsible for the
production of these powerful pro-inflammatory cytokines.
Interestingly, the measurements also indicated an upregulation of pro-apoptotic genes at higher shear stresses [12].
Corneal epithelial cells are protected by a thin (≈ 5 µm
thick) mucinated, aqueous tear film [13]. The ocular tear
film has several important functions, including providing a
smooth thin aqueous surface for light refraction, transporting nutrients and metabolic by-products, forming chemical
barriers, maintaining anti-inflammatory and anti-microbial
proteins, preventing dehydration, and facilitating the healing process [14]. The tear film is also involved in lubrication, and provides smooth, distraction-free motion during
blinks and ocular movements at shear stresses estimated to
be around 20–40 Pa. Under conditions of chronic dry eye
[10, 15], the insertion of a foreign object (e.g., contact lens)
and the associated contact pressure and friction from object
movements may result in shear stresses at the ocular surface
that could exceed physiological conditions [16]. Given the
delicate balance of cell signaling, proliferation, and turnover
in this system, we hypothesized that shear stress may not
only initiate the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines
[12], but there may also be a threshold of shear stress and/
or duration of shear stress that actually initiates apoptosis.
Apoptosis is often described as programmed cell death;
it is a naturally occurring cellular process that leads to cells
packaging their cellular constituents into little “blebs” that
are surrounded by lipid membranes and can be easily phagocytized by specialized cells such as macrophages, which
remove cellular debris [17], Fig. 1. Apoptosis is therefore
a mechanism that maintains healthy cell populations in tissues, and occurs normally during development and aging, as
well as after injury or disease-related cellular damage [18].
Attributes of apoptosis are distinctive and include
decreased cellular volume, chromatin condensation, and
nuclear fragmentation [19]. An apoptotic stimulus or signal
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Fig. 1  Cell death processes in multicellular organisms include apoptosis and necrosis. Apoptosis is a programmed cell death mechanism that generally involves blebbing and packaging of the cellular
constituents for subsequent phagocytosis. Different techniques have
been applied to identify the onset of for apoptosis. The hallmarks of
apoptosis include a phosphatidylserine translocation to the outer cell
membrane surface, b caspase-3/7 activity, c actin depolymerization.
Importantly, in the absence of phagocytic capacity, apoptotic cells
proceed to secondary necrosis [50]. Primary necrosis is distinct from
secondary necrosis; its hallmarks include plasma membrane destruction and the release of non-functional organelles and damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs)

initiates the process [18] and the cellular fragmentation
process, “blebbing,” [20] proceeds by spherical protrusions
that eventually detach and become separate apoptotic bodies. Apoptosis presents phagocytic cells (e.g., macrophages)
debris neatly in a generally non-inflammatory manner. For
cells cultured in vitro, the natural outcome of the complete
apoptotic process is secondary necrosis [21]. In contrast with
apoptosis, primary necrosis is a chaotic and immediate form
of cell death during which the cell swells, its plasma membrane collapses, and the cell rapidly lyses, releasing organelles and damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs)
into the extracellular space, inciting a pro-inflammatory
response, Fig. 1 [22].
In a heathy non-lens wearing eye, corneal epithelial cells
are occasionally sloughed into the precorneal tear film via
apoptosis [23]. The mechanisms that regulate apoptotic shedding in the corneal epithelium are not well defined, but there
are a number of reports that show a reduction in apoptotic
shedding during contact lens wear using human and animal
models [24]. Although Efron hypothesized that the mechanical
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shear of the corneal surface due to the contact lens may induce
the release of inflammatory mediators [25] sufficient to promote apoptosis or keratocyte dysgenesis [26], apoptosis is not
typically observed during clinical studies of contact lens wear.
Frictional shear stress is more frequently implicated in other
ocular complications, including keratoconus, lid wiper epitheliopathy [27, 28], and contact lens induced dry eye [29].
The decrease of epithelial cells irrigated from the human
corneal surface following contact lens wear was first reported
by O’Leary [30] and was later confirmed in multiple, prospective human clinical trials [31, 32]. Further studies foster that
the decrease in apoptotic desquamation rate was greatest following one month of contact lens wear and showed a partial
adaptive recovery after one year [33, 34]. During contact lens
wear, the contact lens may act like a bandage and actually
shield the corneal epithelium from the mechanical shearing
stress of blinking. One study using a rabbit model showed that
eyelid closure significantly reduced epithelial cell loss on the
corneal apex, and hypothesized that repeated blinking shear
stresses were capable of causing apoptosis [35]. However,
frictional shear remains a hypothesis for discomfort during
contact lens wear [25, 36–38]. Clinical studies have suggested
that contact lens wear may stimulate a sub-clinical inflammatory response based on recent findings of significantly higher
inflammatory cell counts on the corneas of soft contact lens
wearers than non-lens wearers [39]. Recent in vitro experiments revealed corneal epithelial cells increase pro-inflammatory and pro-apoptotic gene expression in response to frictional shear stresses [12, 40].
Despite these studies relating frictional shear stress, inflammation, and discomfort in contact lens wear, the relationship
between shear stress and apoptosis has not previously been
systematically studied. This manuscript explores the hypothesis of frictional shear-induced apoptosis. Here, we present friction experiments of aqueous gel probes—models for contact
lenses—in direct contact with monolayers of corneal epithelial
cells. Reciprocating and unidirectional sliding was performed
using gels of varying compositions and elastic modulus. We
demonstrate that frictional shear stresses are capable of initiating an apoptotic response, and that higher water content (and
thus lower elastic modulus) gels can effectively carry greater
loads without damaging cells. These results are relevant to a
greater understanding of discomfort in contact lens wear, and
more broadly to the design of soft implant materials for sliding
interfaces in the body.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Epithelial Cell Culture in Monolayer
A human telomerase-immortalized corneal epithelial
(hTCEpi) cell line [12, 40–45] was selected to represent
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growth, differentiation, stratification, and desquamation
of human corneal epithelial cells. Cells were cultured following the methods in [12], plated onto fibronectin-coated
glass-bottom culture dishes (25 mm diameter), and allowed
to grow to about 95% confluence. Growth media was
exchanged prior to experimentation and only one tribological experiment was conducted within each culture dish.

2.2 In Situ Cell Staining and Imaging Strategies
Previous studies [12] have indicated that frictional shear
stresses below membrane rupture stresses can trigger apoptotic pathways in vitro. Such experiments were often analyzed at end-points using highly sensitive, costly, and timeintensive molecular biology assays. Cell staining techniques
have also been used for cell and tissue viability following
tribological testing, including Trypan blue as a vital stain
[46–49]. Unfortunately, Trypan blue cannot distinguish
between apoptotic and necrotic cells. Advanced staining
techniques with high sensitivity and high specificity were
used to monitor and distinguish between different types of
cell death, including the ability to quantitatively stain for the
onset of apoptosis.
Apoptosis was identified using an annexin V reagent
with fluorescein (abcam Annexin V-FITC Apoptosis Staining/Detection Kit, #ab14085), Fig. 1a. Annexin V binds to
phosphatidylserine, which is a membrane-bound glycerophospholipid that translocates from the inner (cytosolic)
surface of the cell membrane to the outer (extracellular)
surface during the early stages of apoptosis (prior to morphological changes) [51, 52]. After binding to phosphatidylserine, annexin V produces a green (FITC) fluorescent
signal [53]. In this work, cell monolayers were treated with
5 μL of the reagent per 1 mL of growth media 30 min. prior
to experimentation. A second marker for apoptosis was
also used to confirm the annexin V results and confirm the
apoptotic pathway; the membrane-permeable caspase-3/7
reagent (2.0 mM, CellEvent™ Caspase-3/7 Green Detection Reagent Invitrogen™ C10423) consists of a fluorescent marker attached to a DEVD peptide that can only be
cleaved in the presence of caspase-3 (CASP3) and caspase-7
(CASP7) after which it binds to DNA or RNA and emits
a green (FITC) fluorescent signal. Thirty minutes prior to
experimentation, the caspase-3/7 reagent was added to the
culture dish at concentration below 10 µM.
Secondary necrosis was identified using propidium iodide
(ReadyProbes™ Cell Viability Imaging Kit R37610 Invitrogen™), which produces a red (TRITC) fluorescent signal
after binding to the DNA and RNA of cells with compromised membranes [54]. Cell nuclei were identified using a
blue (DAPI) stain (NucBlue™ Live ReadyProbes™ Reagent
R37605 Invitrogen™). For the studies described herein, cell
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monolayers were treated with 5 μL of each reagent per 1 mL
of growth media 30 min. prior to testing.
An inverted epifluorescence microscope (Nikon Eclipse
Ti) was used to image the cell monolayers (before, during,
and after testing), and record fluorescence from the three
stains. In the absence of macrophages or phagocytic clearance, all apoptotic events will eventually end up in secondary necrosis. This is different than primary necrosis, cell
lysis, and cell rupture. Our cells generally stained positive
at terminal time points for both annexin V and propidium
iodide, which is consistent with in vitro studies of cell death
[55, 56]. The caspase-3/7 reagent provided an additionally
and definitive means of demonstrating apoptotic events
involving caspase activation.
Standard techniques were utilized to perform cell counts
(Supplementary Material S1). To calculate the percentage
of apoptotic or secondary necrotic cells within the sliding
path, green and red cell counts were performed by manual
counting, respectively, and uncertainty intervals of cell death
represent the standard deviation of cell density across 3 different locations (Supplementary Material S2). Reference levels of apoptosis and secondary necrosis were measured for
each experiment in regions untouched by the hydrogel probe.

2.3 Hydrogel Probe Preparation and Contact Area
Measurements
Solid polyacrylamide (pAAm) hydrogel probes were used to
impose frictional shear stresses upon corneal epithelial cell
layers. Hydrogel probes were cast in hemispherical polyolefin molds following the methods described in Urueña et al.
[57] using the following constituents, reported as massper-total mass percentages: 17.5 wt% acrylamide, 0.7 wt%
N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide, 0.15 wt% tetramethylethylenediamine, 0.15 wt% ammonium persulfate, and ultrapure
water. After polymerization and prior to any experimentation, hydrogel probes were allowed to equilibrate for at least
24 h in ultrapure water.
Contact area measurements were performed following
the methods described in Marshall et al. [58], here using a
fluorescently dyed 17.5 wt% pAAm probe (2 mm radius of
curvature) to indent a monolayer of hTCEpi cells using a
normal load range from 50 to 1000 µN. The elastic modulus
of the 17.5 wt% pAAm probe was determined from Hertzian contact mechanics [59] to be approximately 120 kPa and
agreed with previous measurements [57].

2.4 Tribological Apparatus
Tribological measurements were performed using the
apparatus and methods described in numerous publications
[12, 46–48, 60–63]. Briefly, a microtribometer assembly
was installed on an inverted epifluorescence microscope,
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and normal and friction forces were measured from cantilever deflections during indentation and sliding experiments against hTCEpi monolayers mounted to a reciprocating stage. Contact pressures were determined by dividing
the measured normal force by the estimated contact area
between fluorescently dyed hydrogel probes and hTCEpi
monolayers, as described in the previous section. Shear
stresses were calculated by multiplying the average friction
coefficients by average contact pressures (calculated from
average normal forces during sliding and static contact area
measurements).
Immediately following tribological testing, time-lapse
microscope images were acquired over a 24 h period at
30 min. intervals. Cell culture conditions (37 ± 0.2 °C, 5%
CO2, and > 80% relative humidity) were maintained throughout tribological testing and subsequent imaging using a custom-built incubator described in [12, 45].

2.5 Frictional Shear Stress Experiments
In previous work, frictional shear stresses of about 60 Pa
were sufficient to induce increased gene expression of
pro-apoptotic genes DDIT3 and FAS [12]. The concept of
a “critical” shear stress to trigger apoptosis was explored
using three different shear stress targets: 50 Pa, 80 Pa, and
100 Pa. The 17.5 wt% pAAm probes were loaded to three
different normal forces and slid against hTCEpi monolayers
for 100 cycles at a sliding velocity of 1 mm/s. As a check
for caspase-mediated apoptosis, an inhibitor Z-VAD-FMK
(carbobenzoxy-valyl-alanyl-aspartyl-[O-methyl]-fluoromethylketone, tlrl-vad, InvivoGen) was added to the cell culture
through a DMSO dilution at a concentration of 10 µM. The
Z-VAD-FMK inhibits caspase activity by binding to the catalytic site of caspase proteases [64]. This system provided
an elegant control that essentially allowed apoptosis to be
turned off during sliding. The effect of DMSO on apoptosis was checked by repeat experiments with the DMSO
vehicle alone at the appropriate concentrations. Cells were
exposed to 2.5 µL of treatment (Z-VAD-FMK or DMSO) per
1 mL of growth media prior to sliding. Following sliding,
the monolayers were imaged using fluorescence microscopy
and caspase activity was measured.
To investigate the extent to which apoptosis was an acute
cellular response to frictional shear stress, a unidirectional
sliding experiment (1 mm/s, 7 mm stroke length) was performed, whereby the normal force gradually increased from
the initial contact point in a monotonic fashion. In a single
sliding pass, the contact pressure between the hemispherical
hydrogel probe and the hTCEpi monolayer increased from
about 400 to 2000 Pa. Following tribological testing, cell
stains annexin V and propidium iodide were used to monitor the onset and progression of apoptosis and secondary
necrosis, respectively.
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Actin depolymerization occurs as the cell membrane
begins to bleb and form apoptotic bodies. DDIT3 (DNA
damage-inducible transcript 3) and FAS (Fas cell surface death receptor) are also involved in known pathways
to apoptosis [65–67]. Pro-apoptotic gene expression of
MMP9, DDIT3, and FAS [12] was previously measured in
corneal epithelial cell monolayers repeatedly subjected to
frictional shear stresses of about 60 Pa over 1000 cycles.
MMP9 (Matrix metallopeptidase 9) is associated with actin
depolymerization [68] which is an early physical indication
of apoptosis. Experiments were performed in triplicate to
measure the effects of chronic frictional shear stress conditions on cell death pathways. The 17.5 wt% pAAm probes
were loaded to about 700 µN and slid against cell layers for
1000 reciprocating cycles (about 1.6-h testing duration) at
1 mm/s sliding speeds across a 3 mm stroke length. Following tribological testing, a series of fluorescent dyes were
used to stain the nuclei (NucBlue™ Live ReadyProbes™
Reagent R37605 Invitrogen™, DAPI), actin filaments (Alexa
Fluor® 568 Phalloidin, A12380 Invitrogen™, TRITC), and
caspase-3/7 activity (2.0 mM, CellEvent™ Caspase-3/7
Green Detection Reagent Invitrogen™ C10423) in hTCEpi
monolayers (Supplementary Material S3). The cells were
fixed and imaged with phase-contrast and fluorescence
microscopy.

3 Results and Discussion
The first set of experiments tested the hypothesis that frictional shear could elicit an apoptotic response in these epithelial cell monolayers. Following earlier work that measured the upregulation of pro-apoptotic genes [12], three
shear stresses (50 Pa, 80 Pa, and 100 Pa) were applied during
reciprocating sliding of a 17.5 wt% gel probe on a monolayer
of hTCEpi cells, described in Materials and Methods section.
Evidence of apoptosis (caspase-3/7 activity) was measured
with fluorescence microscopy (FITC channel). Fluorescence
images of cell monolayers taken after the sliding experiments clearly show friction-induced apoptosis (Fig. 2a). The
percentage of cells undergoing apoptosis within the sliding
path of the hydrogel probe increases monotonically with
increasing frictional shear stress (50 Pa, 2%; 80 Pa, 16%; and
100 Pa, 24%). To confirm that the measured fluorescence
corresponded to caspase-mediated apoptosis, control experiments under the same experimental conditions were performed in which caspase-mediated apoptosis was inhibited
by Z-VAD-FMK delivered in a DMSO solution (Fig. 2b).
Cells treated with this inhibitor of caspase-mediated apoptosis exhibited a shear-independent response, with about 2% of
cells exhibiting markers of apoptosis after tribological testing. The DMSO solution alone, without Z-VAD-FMK, had
no effect on the apoptotic response. These results confirm
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Fig. 2  a Caspase-3/7 staining for apoptosis following 100 cycles of
sliding showed onset of apoptosis at about 80 Pa of shear stress. b
Cells drugged with Z-VAD-FMK, which inhibits caspase-mediated
apoptosis, did not show apoptosis and was used as a control for the
staining method, and validation for apoptosis in the experiments.
All experiments were conducted in triplicate. Images were analyzed
at the 3-h time point post-sliding. The error bars represent standard
uncertainties primarily associated with the cell identification and
counting method, which exceeded test-to-test variability. Experimental conditions: sliding velocity, v = 1 mm/s; stroke length, l = 3 mm;
number of cycles, n = 100; duration of sliding, t ≈ 10 min

the hypothesis that frictional shear stress can initiate apoptosis and also reveal that this can happen at a low number
of sliding cycles (100) suggesting that there is an acute cell
death mechanism associated with friction.
To explore the acute nature of friction-induced apoptosis, a unidirectional sliding experiment was performed in
which the applied load and the resulting contact pressure
increased along the sliding path. Ramped load experiments
have been widely used in tribology, and enabled a single
pass experiment to identify the onset and progression of
apoptosis and secondary necrosis within a single monolayer
of cells. Figure 3 shows the results from a representative
experiment and reveals that these cells are extremely sensitive to even a single shear event, and will progress into
apoptosis at shear stresses above 80 Pa. The annexin V stain
clearly revealed increasing apoptosis fractions with increasing shear stress. However, the direct contact shear experiments herein involved changing the shear stress by changing
the normal load, unlike fluid shear experiments, an alternative method to apply shear stress against cell monolayers in
which the normal load is often negligible. To decouple the
effects of shear stress and normal force, it was necessary to
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Fig. 3  A “ramped” loading experiment was performed to explore
whether or not a single pass could initiate apoptosis. a Normal force
as a function of probe position—the periodic force fluctuations were
recorded (as shown) and appear to originate from the servo-control
dynamics (top), contact pressure as a function of probe position
(middle), and shear stress as a function of contact position (bottom). b Phase-contrast image with overlaid fluorescence (top) and
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isolated fluorescence channels (bottom). c Percent apoptosis versus shear stress with associated uncertainties on both apoptosis and
shear stress indicated. Experimental conditions: initial contact radius,
a0 ≈ 400 µm, v = 1 mm/s; stroke length, l = 7 mm; number of cycles,
n = 1/2 (unidirectional); duration, t ≈ 7 s; average friction coefficient,
µ ≈ 0.07

Tribology Letters (2019) 67:82
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independently measure the influence of contact pressure on
apoptosis.
A series of non-sliding ramped contact pressure experiments verified that apoptosis was correlated with shear
stress and not the applied pressure. In these experiments,
a hydrogel probe of the same composition as the sliding
experiments was repeatedly brought into contact with a
cell monolayer, loaded, unloaded, and then moved to a new
position along a track on the cell monolayer. Therefore, this
experimental design mimicked the sliding experiments in
all ways except for sliding. This ramped contact pressure
experiment revealed that contact pressure alone does not
induce apoptosis over the range of 500–2900 Pa (Supplementary Figure S2).
Of particular interest was whether chronic, persistent sliding could induce apoptosis at lower shear stress conditions
than acute sliding experiments (Figs. 2, 3). To explore the
nature of chronic shear stress on the cell monolayers, 1000
cycles of continuous reciprocating sliding were performed at
a lower shear stress (about 60 Pa). At the experiment’s conclusion, the cells appeared normal and intact, with healthy
nuclei (Fig. 4a) under brightfield imaging. Phase-contrast
images (Supplementary Figure S1) also indicated that the
cells appeared healthy and did not exhibit extensive blebbing or gross morphological changes often associated with

late-stage apoptosis. At the completion of 1000 cycles, the
epithelial cells were fixed and imaged at high magnification
over the entire contact path. Phalloidin and caspase-3/7 reagents clearly identified the onset of apoptosis (Fig. 4b). The
phalloidin staining showed diminishing fluorescence intensity towards the central line of the sliding track (Fig. 4c); the
results suggest and are consistent with actin depolymerization, which is one of the hallmarks of apoptosis. Actin depolymerization paralleled the measurements of apoptosis and
increased with increasing shear stresses. These actin depolymerization findings are consistent with previous studies
that demonstrated fluid shear stresses [69] and tensile forces
[70–72] regulate depolymerization kinetics of force-bearing
cytoskeletal actin filaments. NucBlue (DAPI) was used to
identify the cell nuclei and confirm that the caspase-3/7
reagent localized to the nuclei of these pro-apoptotic cells
(Fig. 4d, e). Cells along the central line had increased green
fluorescent signal (FITC) corresponding to caspase-3/7
activity indicating a pro-apoptotic process (Fig. 4e).
The hypothesis that shear stress can induce apoptosis follows a rich history of subjecting cellular monolayers to fluid
shear and looking for cytoskeletal remodeling and mechanosensitive activity [73–75]. In our direct contact experiments,
we had an opportunity to apply equal forces or equal pressures by changing the probe’s elastic modulus and thereby

Fig. 4  Frictional shear stresses initiated apoptotic cell responses in
hTCEpi monolayers, which were fixed, stained, and imaged immediately after testing. a Composite image showing that the nuclei are
still intact (blue), actin (red) depolymerization, and apoptosis in the
central track (green). b Actin depolymerization and apoptosis are
co-located in the central track (reduced actin and increased apoptosis). c Actin depolymerization alone shows the extent to apoptosis

progression in these models (note: nuclei are still intact: see a and
d). Insets d and e are indicated in a and b, respectively. Experimental conditions: average normal force, Fn ≈ 700 µN; sliding velocity, v = 1 mm/s; stroke length, l = 3 mm; number of cycles, n = 1000;
duration, t ≈ 1.6 h; average friction coefficient, µ ≈ 0.07; average shear
stress, τ ≈ 65 Pa (Color figure online)
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test the hypotheses of shear stress versus frictional work
[49, 76]. For these studies, polyacrylamide hydrogel probes
were fabricated with varying polymer concentrations (5, 10,
and 20 wt% pAAm) (Supplementary Material S4) and an
associated range of elastic modulus from about 10 kPa to
over 100 kPa. The same experimental setup and hTCEpi cell
monolayers were used and imaged as previously described
(Sect. 2.2) and 100 reciprocating cycles were performed.
Experiments were conducted in triplicate for each condition. As shown in Fig. 5c, the cells showed increasing damage with increasing shear stress. However, under identical
normal forces, the softer, higher water content and large
mesh size hydrogels [57, 77–80] spread the contact over
greater areas as a result of their lower elastic modulus. This
increased contact area under the same applied load resulted
in a lower contact pressure and correspondingly a lower
shear stress. As an example, the 3 mN normal force was
applied to all samples and the high-magnification images
of the sliding paths shows the differences attributed to the
reduction in elastic modulus for these gels (diagonally topleft to bottom-right Fig. 5c). Figure 5a plots the percentage of apoptotic cells within the sliding path versus normal force, showing that the higher elastic modulus (20 wt%
pAAm) hydrogel is more challenging to the cell monolayers.

These data are collapsed when plotted versus shear stress
(Fig. 5b) and reveal that the shear stress required to trigger
apoptosis in this system is on the order of 40–60 Pa shear
stress. Although a seemingly simple finding, it is interesting to note that the lower elastic modulus gels are actually
optimal for spreading the contact and can carry greater loads
without damaging the cells. The ubiquitous high-water-content mucinated gels on the surface of moist epithelia likely
leverage this trick to support tribological contacts and mitigate cell damage.
Interestingly, and perhaps not surprising to developmental biologists, the finding that shear stresses in the range
of 40–60 Pa induce apoptosis aligns well with predictions
of shear stress imposed upon the natural healthy eye during blinks and ocular motions [16]. It is a persistent finding that biology does not generally devise factors of safety,
but evolves to allow performance right at the operational
conditions.
The direct contact experiments presented here are unique
for cell studies, as most studies use fluids and high-speed
rotating plates to achieve fluid shear stresses on the order of
10 s of Pascals. Many investigations of shear stress thresholds for cell studies involve detachment under continuous
fluid shear [81–83]. As an example, adherent mammalian

Fig. 5  The percent apoptosis is plotted as a function of the applied
load a and the resulting shear stress b. The normal loads and corresponding shear stresses for probes made from different polyacrylamide hydrogel compositions (5, 10, and 20 wt%) are shown in c,
along with phase-contrast images of the cell monolayers with over-

laid staining (left) and staining alone (right) for characteristic regions
within the sliding path. Experimental conditions: sliding velocity,
v = 1 mm/s; stroke length, l = 3 mm; number of cycles, n = 100; duration, t ≈ 10 min; uncertainty intervals for both percentage of apoptotic
cells and calculated shear stress are shown in a, b
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fibroblast cells were shown to be capable of enduring continuous fluid shear stresses of 20 Pa for about 1 h, although
increased exposure time eventually led to detachment.
Undoubtedly, different cell types have different sensitivities
to shear stresses [84, 85].
In reviewing the distributions of moist epithelial cells
in the human body (approximately 400 m2 of surface area
in the adult human), it appears that surfaces of intentional
and frequent tribological contact, such as the cornea, the
digestive tract, the reproductive tissues, tendon sheaths, and
distal interfaces for most organs and tissues adopt a stratified epithelial approach [86]. These cells, and their associated mucinated gels, may act to locally reduce the surface
modulus, spread contact, and reduce the shear stress. A limitation of this study is that it was performed in monolayer
culture, and findings of thresholds in shear stress should not
be assumed definitive for all epithelial cells. The results are
encouraging for tribologists, materials scientists, chemists,
and polymer engineers as they reveal a critical need to devise
new strategies in soft implant design and development that
may include high-water-content, soft, aqueous surface gel
layers to form high-lubricity, low shear interfaces against
biological surfaces that may be able to operate continuously
at physiologically appropriate levels and mitigate complications associated with cell damage and stress.

4 Conclusions
Direct contact shear is capable of initiating programmed
cell death, apoptosis, on monolayers of human immortalized corneal epithelial cells (hTCEpi). The shear stresses
to initiate apoptosis are in the physiological range for these
cells (< 100 Pa). These corneal epithelial cells appeared to
be robust in handling contact pressure in the absence of sliding, having no measured increases in apoptosis at pressures
as high as about 3 kPa.
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